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sPtrcIAL DEGRtrE EXAMTNATTON rN SCIENCE - 2004/05

Part II

PH 410 SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Answer ALL Questions

Time: Two llours
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1. What do you mean by superconductors? Define the following terms in

superconductivitY.

(i) Superconducting transition temperature.

(ii) penetration depth.

(iii) Coherence length.

what do you mean by Type I and Type II superconductors? Give

three Type I and Type II superconductors and their superconducting

transition temperatures. Briefly explain what do you mean by lower

and upper critical fields of Type II superconductors?

State Meissner effect in superconductors. The London equation for

simple superconductors can be written as'

t:-$n
The symbols have their usual meanings.

(i) using appropriate Maxwell's equations derive the above equation.

(ii) Derive expressions for the magnetic field inside the superconductor

and London Penetration dePth.

(iii) A superconductor of thickness 2o is placed symmetrically perpen-

dicular to x axis. A uniform magnetic field,Bo is applied along

z axis. Find the magnetic field inside the superconductor.

(a) what is meant by critical fietd H" of. Type I Superconductors?

Roughly represent the variation of .H" with temperature in a graph

and write down the approximate parabolic expression for ^H"(").

(b) When a type I superconductor is in the superconducting state a

gradually increasing magnetic field is applied to it. Represent in

a graph and exPlain the variations

(i) Magnetic flux clensity inside the superconductor'

(ii) Magnetization of the superconductor.
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4. According to Ginsburg-Landau Theory for superconductors the wave

function fr1"; i. treatecl as the order parameter in the expansion of the

free energy F of a suPerconductor.

F : Fn + a I tl;e) f *f,0 l,l,?) ln

For stable superconducting phase find the values of rl;(r) and by choos-

ing the appropriate values for a and B shorv that

(i)TheLondonpenetrationclepthvarieswithtemperatureas

t -r,-Iux (t -n)
(ii) The critical Magnetic field f/" varies with temperature as

H"x'- (fi)' '

(iii) The Entropy discontinuity in the transition from superconducting

to normal state is

,S"-^9r:Pon"ff

The symbols have their usual meanings I
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